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News this week
Getting involved
We now have six different groups you can get involved in to help save the Hippodrome, depending
on your time and interests. As well as the Core Group (weekly detailed business meetings) and
the Steering Group (every five to ten weeks, for all active members), we are creating sub-groups
as well as the regular business meetings. Along with these two groups the newer ones are:
3. Comms and PR
4. Design and Architecture (which can run mini-projects)
5. Finance and Business Planning
6. Property and Legal (to acquire and envelope).
Call to Action – email us with the group you would like to join info@hulmehippodrome.org.uk
Next steps
People who have seen some of the videos and photos will appreciate the building has a very
complicated layout of rooms, large spaces, stairways, and corridors. Although we have some
copies of old floorplans we don't yet have a decent set of current drawings. There were some
changes in the 1970s – new bars, etc. Once we
have had a systematic look inside we can go
through the following stages:
1. Draw out the current internal layout
2. This will inform the business plan (for
example - which spaces can be viable as
rooms to hire for meetings, to rent as
offices and workspaces, for exhibition
space, areas for performance, and more)
3. This will inform the design options.
This illustrates how the sub-groups will be helping each other. The property group finds out the
current layout, feeds the drawings to the business planning group, which analyses them and
passes the drawings and planned space uses to the design group.
And how a viable business plan will help us in our attempts to acquire the building.
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